Project Introduction
ArtChain Global seeks to revolutionise the art world. Based on open, extendable
blockchain technology, the ArtChain Global platform provides a new method of
participation for anyone involved in trading, collecting or producing works of art.
ArtChain Global invites all art owners and creators to display their assets digitally on the
blockchain platform and utilises a digital currency to support various transactions.
ArtChain Global will include blockchain applications to be used by authorised parties to
register and trade art assets and the inclusion of the Internet of Things (IoT) tracking
technology will assist to provide authenticity.
ArtChain Global is designed to be used across the art industry worldwide, and support
art registration and authenticity, art auctions, buying and selling, storage, art promotion,
art finance, art sponsorship, artist training and support programs as examples.
ArtChain Global’s digital currency (ACG token) Pre-sale Process
In order to support and participate in our ArtChain community, ArtChain Global offers an
opportunity to participate in the pre-sale of ACG coin.

Pre-Sale Timeline
1. Due to the recent fluctuation of ETH in the markets, we are using USDT as a standard
measurement through the pre-sale process.
2. On the day the ETH tokens are contributed, the ratio of ACG tokens will be determined
based on the ETH market price.
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3. Participants will be entitled to Bonus Tokens as early participants in addition to bonus
tokens for joining the locked phase. The rates, bonus tokens and locked period bonuses
are as follows.
1. GMT +8:00 26/4/2018 – 24:00 6/5/2018
Exchange rate USDT:ACG = 0.03:1 (1USDT= $1USD)
*Bonus 7%
2. GMT +8:00 7/5/2018 – 24:00 16/5/2018
Exchange rate USDT:ACG = 0.03:1 (1USDT= $1USD)
*Bonus 5%
3. GMT +8:00 17/5/2018 – 24:00 26/5/2018
Exchange rate USDT:ACG = 0.03:1 (1USDT= $1USD)
*Bonus 3%
The minimum unit of Exchange is three ETHs.

Locked Phase participation reward
All participants will be rewarded for joining a locked phase if chosen. The locked time
commences on the day the tokens join the exchange market.
Phase A) 5% token bonus of the original token amount selected for a 3 month locked in
period.
Phase B) 10% token bonus of the original token amount selected for a 6 month locked in
period.
*Early participants can receive up to 17% bonus on their original investment.

Participant Process
1. Registration on the whitelist:
Participants should register their interest on the White List by completing the expression of
interest Form at：http://au.mikecrm.com/gKz9a8R?from=groupmessage&isappinstalled=0
Please note the minimum unit of participation is three ETHs.
Compulsory fields to be filled in are your name, ID Number, and mobile number and email
address. This can be sent to ArtChain Global via Telegram: https://t.me/artchainglobalofficial
or email to the following address: info@artchain.world
2. Whitepaper and official website publicationThe White paper is available on the https://
www.artchain.world website and participants must read the document carefully and ensure
they are eligible to invest.
3 Acceptance processes
Applicants registered on the White List will be sent a subscription document to be signed
and returned. ETH should be sent to the following address (please visit our website to
confirm this address, please don’t get scammed by anyone posing as ArtChain Global):
0x42c4B7DaccaE8d8c390209C3AE71f0cABF3207C4
4. Confirmation phase of transactionOn receipt of the subscription document and ETH, a
receipt will be issued and ACG coin set aside for the participant
If either the subscription document or the ETH have not been received, the transaction will
be void and returned (less a transaction fee).

Notice
1. Please read the White Paper carefully and ensure you are eligible to participate in this presale. Transactions are not able to be cancelled.
2. The subscription document must be completed to participate.
3. ArtChain Global may not offer a separate ICO in the future.
4. The address for the transaction will be notified in the Telegram group or via email at:
info@artchain.world

Contact us, Telegram: https://t.me/artchainglobalofficial Email: info@artchain.world

Scan for ETH address

